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Abstract 
NihonGo, a Japanese learning software, is developed to teach the basic Japan e 
language to the public in an easy way. It comprises 8 modules. They arc Maintcnan 
Writing, Lessons, Exercises, Quizzes, Games, Karaoke and Dictionary. It is a bilingual 
system that provides text-to-speech synthesizers (English, Malay and Japanese) and 
instructions in either English or Malay. 
The NihonGo's administrator can updates and add new terms, or delete existing terms in 
Maintenance module. Learners choose the topics to study in Lessons module. As to make 
sure they understand Japanese language grammars, they have to do exercises and quizzes. 
Games and Karaoke provides learning in a fun way and keep the learners relax. 
Dictionary allows the learners to search the definition of a Japanese w rd term. 
NihonGo was developed using incremental evolution through rapid prototyping 
technique. The development tool used include Visual Basic.N T, Mier soft Access 
2003, Adobe Photoshop CS, and Macromedia Flash MX 2004 and so on. 
The NihonGo package can be u ed as a learning tool in ch Js. It i cncficial for 
organization that want t in till learning Japanc languag in an asy and fun way. 
hcrcf r , it also pr m t the Japanc ultur . 'hr ugh int •r tin multimedia, 
can aura ·t th' I urn .rs an J thus nhun · th .ir J uninu p 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Initiation 
Nowadays, there are a Jot of Japanese teaching methods in the market for example 
one of the most popular ways of learning Japanese is through the Japanese self 
learning book. However there is a lot of limitations in this conventional learning 
method such as no pronunciation, no animation, and lack of color pictures due to the 
printing is expensive, thus it is why we need to develop this NihonGo system. 
NihonGo is a Japanese learning package that teaches learners how to read and write 
Japanese language in hiragana, katakana and kanji. Every Japanese word comes with 
the English translation so that the learner can learn it easily. This learning package 
also teaches the pronunciation of each Japanese word as this is a method of teaching 
to overcome the weaknesses of learning Japanese language based on books alone. 
1.2 Project Objective 
The main objective of this project is to develop a computer-aided learning package for 
Japanese language. It would make the learning process as easy as AB to the learners 
by providing the following functions: 
a) Writings: Allows learner to learn and write Japane e writings in Hiragana, 
Katakana and Kanji. 
b) Lessons: Learners can choose to learn the Japanese langua e step by tep r 
accordin , to le · 11 '. 
c) Exercises: A .ts as tutorial for I »irn rs l mhnn · th ir und ·r:-llondiu '· 
d) Quizzea: To tc t th· I urn · J v I )I und ·r~tamll11 , und knowl ·d o ) rln •d in 
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Japanese language and marks will be given and recorded in the top 10 table. 
e) Games: To make the learning process interesting. 
f) Karaoke: Provides Japanese songs' lyrics to help learners pronounc th 
Japanese words correctly and to make learning interesting. This helps to 
promote the users' interest in learning Japanese language and to memorize the 
Japanese language. 
g) Dictionary: Learners can check for the vocabulary of the words they do not 
understand in the database. 
h) Maintenance: Allows authorized administrator to update or modify 
functionality in N ihonGo. 
These functions would help to: 
• Teach correct Japanese pronunciation. 
• Enable the learners to speak in Japanese language. 
• Teach the correct way of writing the Japanese characters. 
• Provide interesting environment to learners. 
• Test the learners' understanding of Japanese language. 
• Enable learners to memorize the Japanese vocabulary and pronounce the 
Japanese words c rrectly through "Karaoke" singing. 
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1.3 Project Scopes 
NihonGo is a Japanese learning package that targets for Jearners of age J 2 years old 
and above and who is understand either English or Malay. TI1is ystcm is mo t 
suitable for beginners just starting to learn the Japanese language. 
This is a bilingual system which is available in English and Malay. The contents are 
onJy Jimited to the beginner JeveJ which allows learners to read, write Hiragana, 
Katakana and Kanji and speak Japanese language and able to communicate m 
Japanese such as covers enough daily used words for daily used communication. 
1.4 Project Outcome 
This project is expected to develop a computer-aided learning package that would 
achieve the following: 
• Provides simple, attractive and consistent background layout to attract the 
learners' attraction. 
• Provides interesting, animated games and graphics to enhance the learning 
process. 
• Text recitation is clear and understandable by learners. 
• Allows adding of Japanese words into the database. 
• Calculating of scores for the games quizzes are accurate. 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
In carrying out this project from June 2004 to end of January 2005, a prcci c pr [cct 
schedule is planned to manage the time and tasks that must be accompli hcd in th 
development phase. Figure 1.1 shows the tasks breakdown for the whole project 
within the estimated time required to complete each task. 
2004 12005 ID Tasl<Name Start Fin/Sii Duration ... ,~,Sop10d1-10oc1- 
1 Project Initiation 612812004 7/1312004 12d • 2 Literature Review 6/30/2004 7/30/2004 23<1 - 3 Requirements Analysis 7/1912004 611312004 20d - 4 System Design 7128/'l004 919/2004 32d - 5 Module Development B/20/2004 12124/2004 91d 
6 System Testing 1012212004 1/1412005 61d 
7 Maintenance 912112004 112612005 94d 
8 Documentation 6/30/2004 113112005 154d 
Figure 1.1: Project Schedule 
Project Initiation 
• Project understanding. 
• Reviewed previous thesis reports done by seniors for reference. 
Literature Review 
• Analysis study on existing system development tools. 
• Compare and select appropriate programming language, database platf rm 
and multimedia t I for project. 
Requirements Analysis 
• tudy and analyze the pr [ect feetur · and rcvi w tho suitubl · m thod lo y. 
• nd 'r tand how the ystcm h Ip' lo solv probl nn. 
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System Design 
• Translate requirements analysis into a system representation like architc rural 
design, functional design, user interface design and databa c design. 
Module Development 
• System development and project implementation. 
• Testing on completed sub modules. 
System Testing 
• Integrate sub modules into a full system. 
• Main interface will integrate the entire sub modules. 
• Test the project and fix the bugs found. Modification and changing done on 
any bugs found. 
Maintenance 
• Security and main database are required to complete the project. 
• Post implementation reviews to determine the strengths and limitations of the 
system. 
Documentation 
• Information gathering c nducted for each proce · and feature . 
• Complete package will be written in mpact Disc Read- nly-Memory ( D- 
R M). 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction to Literature Review 
Literature review surveys scholarly articles, books and other sources (e.g. 
dissertations, conference proceedings) relevant to a particular issue, area of research, 
or theory, providing a description, summary and critical evaluation of each work. The 
purpose is to offer an overview of significant literature published on the topic of 
project. In this chapter, literature review is conducted to gain a clear perceptive in 
developing this project. Surveys on existing available systems are also done to 
discover the weaknesses and strengths of the systems. Extensive researches on the 
available programming technologies, databases, multimedia tools and editing tools are 
done as to select the best way to fulfill system requirements. 
2.2 Computer Aided Learning (CAL) 
The applications of computers are growing rapidly, at the same time the expectations 
of this technology also growing at the same pace. One of the newest branches of this 
computer application is CAL. 
CAL's history began in the early of 60's when the third generation of digital 
computers was being introduced. These systems were cheaper and more reliable than 
the previous models. Thus it becomes the typical facilities in univer ities and 
research center . 
During the 70's the AL "Y terns were devel pcd but the dev lopment rule still low 
due to some techni al and on mi ·al limitation • 'P · iiully n icrnln > hurdw ire 
till cxpen ive ma si e und mainly withcmt nd ·qunt • :·c 1111d ind •r 1phi • f1 •ilitl-.. 
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During the 80's and 90's the problems of CAL were eliminated by the di "itill 
evolution. Digital technology development upgraded hardware faci litics and 
performances and with lower prices. 
Nowadays, the current CAL system has the following features: 
(a) Easy to access: Nowadays, every body cab easily get an educational package 
normally in a CD or uses educational websites. 
(b) Quality: Sounds and graphic are really high quality. 
(c) Storage: A normal CD can store up to 650 million letters (characters). 
(d) System's variety and complexity. 
CAL applications are not only necessary but is e ential in the future seems the 
learning evolution, researchers believe that some factors are forcing to the evolution 
of current learning system: (Oblinger & Rush, 1997) 
(a) Volume of knowledge- knowledge doubles every seven years. 
(b) Technological competence - Adequate use of technological tools become a 
basic skills for employees. 
(c) Re-skilling- a direct result from the two factors above. 
(d) Group-working- or normally known as team-work. 
(e) Home-based business. 
7 
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The evolution of learning systems is also an adjustment to the working environm nt: 
Table 2.1 shows some differences between traditional cducati n and workin 
requirements: 
Table 2.1: Different goals 
Traditional Education Working Requirements 
Facts. Problem solving. 
Individual Effort. Team skills. 
Passing a test. Leaming how to learn. 
Achieving grade. Continues improvement. 
Individual courses. Interdisciplinary knowledge. 
Receiving information. Interacting and processing information. 
Technology separate from learning. Technology integral to learning. 
The coverage areas ofCAL's system in the future: 
(a) Increasing system's performance - Includes higher pccds f pr cessing and 
stronger software. 
(b) More distributed systems - Tele conference and non-centralized classrooms 
wi II become a norm in the future. 
(c) Simulation and virtual reality - Creation of 3 dimensional near-to-real 
environments for simulator sy tern such as the available ystcm of flight or 
sailing traing systems now. 
(d) Special purpose AL s system f r the di abled - A multimedia w rk talion 
will can keep on repeating the words and reduced the teacher ' load iharply. 
(e) Intelligent AL y tern - Direct re ults f artificial int illi ·n · meth d ·. 
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2.3 Japanese 
2.3.1 About Japanese Writing 
There are three difference character sets used in Japanese there arc katakana, hiragana 
and kanji. (Not include Ro-manji, Japanese written in Roman letters). Table 2.2 show 
comparison between different characters sets used in Japanese. 
Table 2.2: Comparison of different character sets used in Japanese. 
Hiragana Katakana Kaoji 
(U- &;, t}{ ~) (h?h-t) <~*> Ro-manji English 
C.?~J:? r-k 3- ** Tokyo Tokyo 
The hiragana and katakana (collectively called "kana"); each character represents 
the unique sound of a single syllable in the Japanese language. Hiragana and katakana 
both have about 46 characters that represent the different sounds possible in the 
language. Each sound is represented by a unique hiragana and katakana character. 
Although Hiragana and Katakana have the same pronunciation but they're u ed in 
different contexts. (Sterzinger, 1998) 
2.3.2 Hiragana ( U- &;, tJ; ~ ) 
Hiragana is similar to the Katakana, also contains 46 basic symb I . /\II sounds in the 
Japanese language can be expre sed with only hiragana. ach Hiragana ymbol was 
simplified IT m a hinese character that wa being u ed to represent a ·ound but it 
much smooth, full of loops and curves. Hiragana wa simplif d from the radical, or 
sub-part of a Kanji. For example, the him iana for "mi" (pron un · ·d "me") ;;;. j 
ba cd n the Kanji ' m anin r "beauty". And nnoth ·r x unpl L• th him 11110 for "a'' 
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(pronounced "ah") ~is based on the Kanji *meaning "peaceful". The functi n of 
the Hiragana is used for particles and copulas, and all inflectional endings and v rb. 
(Takase, 2004) 
2.3.3 Katakana ( :/J 7 :/J + ) 
Katakana contains 46 basic symbols. Each symbol was derived from a Chinese 
character in the same way as each Hiragana symbol, except that the Hiragana was 
simplified from entire characters. Katakana is used to write foreign words brought 
into Japanese, when the Japanese language lacked a native word to express a foreign 
idea. It might come from Chinese, Portuguese, Dutch and other languages. Katakana 
can be used to express any sound same with Hiragana. The first 5 characters 
correspond to 5 vowels common to many languages. (Stcrzinger, 1998) 
• A sounds like the "a" in the nglish word father. 
• I sound like the "i" in the English word machine. 
• U sounds like the "u" in the English word troth. 
• E sounds like the "e" in the English word prey. 
• 0 sounds like the "o" in the English word most. 
2.3.4 Kanji (~~) 
The word Kanji (~l--) is the Japanese ver ion of the hine e word hanzi which 
means "Han characters". Han refers to the Han Dyna ty (2068 - 220AD) and i the 
name used by the hinese f r themselve . (Ager, 2004) 
Kanji is the most c mplicated cript in Japanc · •. Fir t brou ht t Jupun by lluddhist 
m nk m re than 1200 years n o, Thus the nddition f hin ·s ·h 1r11 ·t rs to Jupnu 'HC 
10 
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increased in the number of concepts and methods of expression available to Japancs c 
speakers, with the creation of many new terms and compounds. 
Each kanji word might have different meaning, but not necessarily is read from 
different way. In fact, most of the characters have more than one way to pronoun. 
Such as, the character for person, .A can be read ss jin, nin, hito, bito, ri, and several 
other sounds. Readers need to know the differences pronunciation at the same 
character. (Sterzinger, 1998) 
Since the Kanji is so complicate, there are small phonetic characters (known as 
Furigana) written beside of the Chinese characters when it write and they give the 
correct pronunciation of difficult or ambiguous readings. There can write in horizontal 
or vertical text, as shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2. E.g.: (Ager, 2004) 
l:A.1  A. 3 L; IP 3 'fA.1  A. 1:1 A. ~J 
9 l"(-C 0) A rsi(d:, ~~ihtJb'i?( :L. -c EHB-Z:: ~ LJ_ tJV:J' Jncii :ftJc( :--:::iL' 
u .IOE3 1:1v1 1v ~J {! LI ~J./Ol,lv ~9 t:f)! ~ 31:? t!L 1l,A, 
-C!fZ~-Z::~-30 A rsild:, !111c.&1L', c~t~ti?tt-C~ L), gL \(:~ft~O)~ 1$ 
.:3~3 
~b""?-Cfr!blfJ(tttlcftJ6fJL 'o 
Figure 2.1: Horizontal Text (write/read from left to right) 
Figure 2.2: V ·rti nl T ixt write/ ead Ir in ri ht to I ·11 
II 
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2.4 Multimedia 
Multimedia elements can add exciting visual and auditory to attract viewers and to 
keep them excited with the interesting interfaces. The multimedia element would 
include these interactive animated Graphic Interchange Formats (GIFs), Flash movies, 
Shockwave movies, Java Applets, and sound and video files. 
With the advancement of technologies, learning using multimedia can be a solution 
for aiding learners. Using multimedia like CD-ROM, as a supporting tool for teaching 
Japanese language can be effective if implemented correctly and attractively. The 
advantage of a Japanese learning package in the type of CD is that a CD can store up 
to 700 Mb of data. This is equivalent to 500,000 pages of information in a book. 
Nowadays, the 30 tools such as 30 Studio Max, Maya and Lightwave 3D have 
shown the full potential in game design and learning packages. Even these tools can 
be used for multimedia presentation in order to make it lively instead of a dull 
presentation. Undeniably, a multimedia inclusion in the learning packages may as 
well liven up the learning environment and influence the learners' learning process. 
2.5 A Survey on Current Learning Package 
Currently, people could learn Japane e Language fr m b oks, -R M, V D 
website and so on. Several learning packages have been reviewed a reference, in thi 
project to learn their features and benefit ·, al ·o di sadv 11110 ' is, Th follow in • are tho 
re ults: 
12 
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I. Talk Now! - Learn Japanese (CD-ROM) 
dayah 
Talk Now! is a beginning-level language course. It's a complete package come 
with CD-ROM as distribution media. It represents only in English language. The 
disc includes nine topics: first words, food, colors, phrases, parts of the body, 
numbers, time, shopping and countries. Thi learning package license is supported 
for a user only. Each topic contains listening practice, an ea y game, a difficult 
game, a printable dictionary and the opportunity to record your voice and hear how 
you sound in compari on t the two native speakers who tut r the u er throughout 
the Talk Now! course. This learninu packa re was promote in th web ·it and 
available in Malaysia mark ·t. (Eur Talk: Jupan sc, 2004) 
Figure 2.3: EuroTalk Interactive 
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II. Kana-Kun (CD-ROM) 
a<IMY Qptbis ttolP (fl) 
I 
t I 
Figure 2.4: Kana-Kun Screen Shots 
x 
Kana-Kun is an advanced multimedia-learning tool for learning basic Japanese 
Language. The full version comes on CD-ROM and will teach all hiragana and 
katakana characters along with over 50 vocabulary words and a few simple phra es. 
Kana-Kun provides Kana tables, cards, writers and more function to help user read 
and write hiragana and katakana properly. Also, thi package c me with Word 
Game, Typing Game and more, which contain 200 vocabulary w rd . hi 
learning package wa promote in the web ite and not available in Malay ia market. 
(Kana-kun, 2004) 
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III. ReadWrite Hiragana 
Animate Strolces 
Practice Stroke• 
Writing 
Select 
Show Stroke Order 
Instructions Options Next Pao 
Figure 2.5: ReadWrite Hiragana 
ReadWrite Hiragana teaches the Japanese Hiragana alphabet. Lessons include a 
structured introduction to each letter with examples of its pronunciation. Students 
can use the voice-recording feature to compare their pronunciation with a native 
speaker's. The Writing Lessons use animation to illustrate letter stroke orders. 
Students can practice writing and receive instant feedback on their efforts. Reading 
Listening and Multi choice exercises are also included which are designed to build a 
simple vocabulary. This software is a part of Japanese Language oftware package 
by Declan Software. The full packages offered alongside ReadWrite Hira iana are 
ReadWrite Kanji, ReadWrite Katakana, Japane e Flashcard and Japanese 
Dictionary. This learning package was prom tc in the web ite and available in 
Malaysia market by rogi sterin 1 the software produ 't thr u ih onllno fr m. Thli> 
pro ram only run in Windows 2000 und Windows P. ([)··I 111 So'llwur : .J 1pu11 se, 
2004. 
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IV. Basic Japanese Conversation (Book and Audio-CD) 
II'(· I• tlitorial Boat d 
Figure 2.6: Ba ic Japane e onver ation 
Basic Japanese Conversation is a book with Audio-CD for those who learn Japanese 
for the first time. This package contains 20 lessons. ach lesson con i t of short 
daily dialogues, and contains a list of related word , which are very useful to f rm 
new sentences. This book also presents nglish, implified hine e and Japane e 
Language. The Audi - contain every conver ation in the lcs on. Thi package is 
available in the market of Malay ia. (IP Editorial oard., 2000). 
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V. Website 
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Figure 2.7: Website of Japane e Language Lessons 
http://japanese.about.com/blbegin.htm is a website that offers Japanese Language 
lesson online. Also, this site provides great links to Japanese language resources. 
The guide for this site is Namiko Abe, whom graduated with a degree in En lish 
Literature from Kwansei Gakuin University, Japan. She has al o studied teaching 
Japanese as a foreign language. (Japanese Langua ze: Where Do I Begin, 2004) 
.:J 
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2.6 Summary of Reviewed Learning Package 
The most important characteristics for learning packages are to have an attractive and 
user-friendly interface embedded with the multimedia elements such as graphics, text, 
animations, sounds, video and others, and quality functionality. Thus> this will make 
the learning process easier and learners are eager to keep on acquire knowledge. 
Therefore, the learning packages must comprise all the resources and functionality 
needed by learners in learning process. Table 2.3 as below is the summary of the 
reviewed learning package. 
Table 2.3: Summary of Reviewed Leaming Packages 
Learning Package Advantages Limitations 
Talk Now! Learn • Lively animation. • Did not provide writing 
.Japanese • Clear and precise lessons. 
pronunciations. 
• Have functions to record 
user's voice. 
• Games and quizzes 
provided. 
• Interesting graphic user 
interface. 
• Have dictionary function . 
Kana-Kun • Use graphics to provide • Dull interface. 
meanings. • Less vocabularies and 
• ~a y t use. grammars Jc 'OJlS 
provided. 
• nly provide one type 
of ramo. 
• No di ·tionury functlon • 
,_ 
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Learning Package Advantages Limitations 
ReadWrite • Animation used to show • Only focusing on how 
Hiragana how to write; stroke by to read and write. 
stroke. • Less grammars and 
• Examples on meanings of particles lessons are 
words are given. provided. 
• No dictionary function . 
• Only focusing on read 
and write in Hiragana. 
Basic Japanese • Clearer and precise • No quiz and exercises 
Conversation pronunciation. provided. 
• Paper books are provided. • Need books to learn 
• Books are in multiple words. 
languages: Japanese, • No dictionary to search . 
Mandarin and English. 
Website • Provide lessons for beginner • Non interactive. 
in Japanese language. • Non multimedia . 
• Standardized layout. • Lessons are written in 
Ro-manji. 
2.7 A Survey On Seniors Project 
Besides surveying on existing available learning package for Japane e Language, 
research on Seniors Project ha al o been done. This research is to collect 
requirement on how to develop a go d learning package. The result· f thi re search 
are stated in Table 2.4 as below. 
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Table 2.4: Results from Surveying on Seniors Project 
Title Year Description Comment Dcvclophu; 
Tools 
SR English 1998/199 E-book, which • implc Visual 
instructions Basic 5.0 
uizzes and fun games •Lack of 
animation 
LPS- 1999/200 E-book, which • Attractive isual 
Learning Package interface. Basic 6.0, 
for SPM Paper 1 •Provide Microsoft 
xam and exercises fo attractive ccess 97, 
SPM Physics. animation. Flash. 
•Provide 
online help. 
Bilingual Learning 19991200 E-book, which • ye-catching Visual 
Package for interface Basic 6.0, 
pposite Meaning uizzes and fun games •Lack of Microsoft 
Words for Opposite Meaning animation. ccess 97 
Words in English and •Speeds of 
Malay. loading are 
slow. 
hinese Wisdom 000/2001 omputer aided •Attractive Visual 
learning package for interface. Basic 6.0, 
hinese Idioms. • Lack of Test Mier soft 
and Quizzes cce s 97, 
pr vided. hinese 
tar 2.97 
nglish Idiom mputer aided • Interactive Vi ual 
learning ( AL) Interface Bu ic 6.0, 
packa re f r n ilish • P or quality Macrornedia 
Idiom. or ·011nd Dir .ctor 7 
Flu h 4 
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2.8 Consideration of Programming Language 
2.8.1 Visual Basic .NET 
At its core, Visual Basic .NET is an object-oriented programming language for 
writing applications that target Microsoft's .NET platform. Windows applications, 
Web applications, Web services, mobile applications, and more are possible with 
Visual Basic .NET .. NET is a software platform residing on top of the operating 
system that provides a structured hierarchical framework for building robust, secure, 
distributed applications in a variety of programming languages. It is said that 10 times 
real fast. Visual Studio .NET is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that 
natively supports Visual Basic .NET development. (Features Overview for Visual 
Basic .NET 2003, 2004) 
Following are some of the basic features of the Visual Basic .N T language: 
• Object-oriented. 
At its core, Visual Basic .NET is an object-oriented programming language 
that supports the .NET platform. It supports all major facets of any Object 
Oriented Programming (OOP) language-inheritance cncapsulati n and 
polymorphism. 
• Structured. 
Jn addition to its OOP features Vi ual Basic .N ·T upports typical 
tructured programming con tructs such us fun ·tion ·, pro iedur .s, 
c nditi nal tutem ent ', lo ps, vuriubl ·s and irruys. 
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• Visual. 
Visual Basic .NET natively supports the creation and usage f visual obj cts 
such as forms and Windows controls. It also supports the visual drag-and- 
drop ease of many modem-day programming environments. Instead f 
having to code many items, object properties can be set visually. Visual 
Basic .NET makes event-driven programming easy. 
• New managed data providers. 
Managed data providers deliver data controls for easy connections to 
OLEDB and ODBC data sources including Microsoft SQL Server™, 
Microsoft Access, Jet, DB2, Oracle, and more. 
• Upgrade Wizard. 
User is able to upgrade their code to receive all of the benefits of Visual 
Basic .NET 2003. The Visual Basic .NET Upgrade Wizard, available in 
Visual Basic .NET 2003 Standard Edition, and higher, upgrades up to 95 
percent of existing Visual Basic code and forms to Visual Ba ic .N T with 
new support for Web classes and UserControls. 
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2.8.2 Visual Basic 6.0 
Microsoft® Visual Basic® 6.0 is a language rapid application development 
environment that gives developers fast, easy, and intuitive tool. to quickly develop 
Windows® applications. It provides a set of easy-to-use controls that programmer 
can use to develop interactive/ Window-based applications easily and quickly. 
The "Visual" part in Visual Basic (VB) refers to the method used to create the 
graphical user interface (GUI). Rather than writing numerous lines of code to describe 
the appearance and location of interface elements, programmers simply added pre- 
built objects into place on screen. 
VB programs are free standing programming environment. Windows programs can be 
complied and the programs can be exported to other Window platform. VB 
environment is based on IDE where programming can be done in VB. The VB IDE 
has three states, which is Design, Run, and Debug. 
Using Visual Basic, simple utilities or sophisticated application can be developed. 
Data access features allowing user to create databases, front-end applications, and 
scalable server-side components for most popular database formats. Jnternet 
capabilities make it easy to provide access to documents and applications acros the 
Internet or intranet from within user application, or to create Internet erver 
applications. (Features by Edition for Visual Basic 6, 2004) 
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2.8.3 Comparison between Visual Basic .NET (.NE1) and Visual Basic 6.0 
(VB6). 
Visual Basic .NET is an OOP language that supports the .NET platform. Jn additi n 
to that, .NET supports the typical structure ofOOP such as inheritance, polymorphism 
multithreading, VB6 only supports some of OOP structure such classes and also 
supports the non-OOP structure. Background compilation help programmers to reduce 
syntax errors while coding. The .NET has built-in background compilation and VB6 
does not support this feature. Another feature of .NET is built-in Package and 
Deployment Customization where developer is able to create installer .msi file, and 
customize deployment (e.g.: registry key value, product key). (Hoag, 2002) 
Upgrade Wizard feature is only available in .NET as this feature allows developer to 
upgrade their VB applications to .NET version. Previous VB versions such as .NET 
2002 and also VB6 are supported to integrate from their previous version to .N T. 
Table 2.5 shows the comparison of .NET and VB6. 
Table 2.5: Comparison between Visual Basic .NET and Visual Basic 6.0 
Feature Visual Basic .NET Visual Basic 6.0 
Structure OOP Some OOP, also 
support non-OOP 
!Background Compilation Built-in None 
Package and Deploymeru Built-in None 
K:ustomization 
Uoerade Wizard Built-in None 
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2.9 Consideration of Database 
2.9.1 Microsoft Access 2003 
Access 2003 is a relational database management system (R-DBM ) which provid s 
a powerful set of tools that are sophisticated enough for professional developers yet 
easy to learn for new users. This R-DBMS create or use powerful database solutions 
that make organizing, accessing, and sharing information easier. 
Access 2003 has automatic error checking, automatic property updating, and the 
ability to view object dependencies. Access 2003 also gives users expanded ability to 
import, export, and work with Extensible Markup Language (XML) data files. 
(Access 2003 Product Overview, 2003) 
Below are list of some features with Access 2003: 
• Incorporate a wide range of data sources. 
Access 2003 supports a variety of data formats, including Extensible Markup 
Language (XML), OLE and Open Database Connectivity (ODB ). 
• Link Business Systems. 
Link tables from multiple databases at one time in Acee 2003 forms rep rt , 
and data access pages, which allow users to access any desired data. Link 
tables from other Microsoft Acee s databases, Mier ft Excel spread heel , 
ODBC data sources, QL crver databa es and other data sour e are also 
allowed. 
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• Deploy Access 2003 with triumph. 
Access 2003 uses Access 2000 as the default file formal for new databa cs, 
enabling users to deploy Access 2003 while maintaining capability with 
existing Microsoft Access users and solutions. 
• Back up utilities. 
Access 2003 also support back up critical database files to another location 
without leaving it, which helps prevent data loss by stopping the backup 
procedure if another user is using the database at the same time. As part of the 
backup operation, the Compact and Repair action is performed to make sure 
that the database is internally consistent. 
The Microsoft Access 2003 general specifications are stated as Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6: Microsoft Access 2003 general pecifications 
Object Maximum sizes/ 
numbers 
Microsoft Access file size (.mdb) 2GB 
Number of objects in database 32,768 
Number of characters in an object name 64 
Number of characters in a password 14 
Number of characters in a user name or group 20 
name 
Number of concurrent user 255 
Number of characters in a table name 64 
Number of characters in a field name 64 
Number of fields in a table 255 
Number of open tables 2048 
Table size 20B 
Number of characters in a text field 255 
Number of characters in a memo field 65,535 I I OB 
Size of an OLE Object Field l OB 
Number of Indexes in a table 32 
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2.9.2 Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 is a fully enterprise-class database product, providing core support 
for Extensible Markup Language (XML) and Internet queries. It supports the rapid 
development of enterprise-class business applications. (SQL Server 2000 Product 
Overview, 2002) 
Below are some features for Microsoft SQL Server 2000: 
• Easy-to-use Business Intelligence Tools. 
SQL Server 2000 provides critical, timely business information tailored to 
their specific information needs through rich data analysis and data mining 
capabilities. 
• Self-tuning and management capabilities. 
Revolutionary self-tuning and dynamic self-configuring features optimize 
database performance, while management tools automate standard activities. 
Graphical tools and wizards simplify setup, database design, and performance 
monitoring, allowing database administrators to focus on meeting strategic 
business needs. 
• Data management applications and services. 
SQL Server 2000 provides a powerful and comprehensive data management 
platform. It include exten ive management and development tool , a 
powerful extraction, tran f rmation, and new capabilities uch a Notificati n 
ervices. 
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The Microsoft Server 2000 general specifications are listed in Table 2.7. 
Table 2.7: Microsoft Server 2000 general specifications 
Object Maximum sizes/ 
numbers 
Batch size 65,536 "packets 
Bytes per short string column 8,000 
Bytes per text, ntext, or image column 2GB 
Bytes per Index 900 
Bytes per foreign key 900 
Bytes per primary key 900 
Bytes per row 8,060 
Connections per client Maximum valued of 
configured connection 
File groups per database 256 
Files per database 32, 767 
File size (data) 32TB 
Objects in a database 2,147,483,6474 
Locks per connection Max locks per server 
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2.9.3 Comparison between Microsoft Access 2003 and Microsoft Server 2000 
SQL Server 2000 is an enterprise data management platform for organization that 
needs to adapt quickly in a fast-changing environment. Microsoft Acces 2003 is a 
product from Microsoft that suites for desktop database management system. A es 
2003 is the current version of this product whilst Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Express 
Beta. 
Table 2.8 shows major differences in operational and designs between Microsoft 
Access 2003 and Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
Table 2.8: Major Operational and Design differences between Microsoft 
Access 2003 and Microsoft SQL Server 2000. 
Feature 
Microsoft Access Microsoft SQL 
2003 Server 2000 
Database size 2GB 32TB 
Objects in database 32,768 2,147,483,6474 
Number of concurrent users 255 Maximum valued of 
configured 
connection 
Failure recovery Backup utilities - Point in time 
built in recovery; failover 
cluster support 
Security Based on the use of Integrated with 
workgroup Windows 2000 and 
information Windows NT 
security 
[Analysis Services None Built-in 
[Data warehousing, data mining and 
IOLAP) 
Support for SMP systems None Built-in 
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2.10 Consideration of Multimedia Tools 
2.10.1 Macro media Flash 
Flash is an authoring tool that allows user lo create anything from a simple anirn lion 
to a complex interactive web application, such as an onlinc store. Flash u er can make 
their Flash applications media rich by adding pictures, sound, and video. Flash 
includes many features that make it powerful but easy to use, such as drag-and-drop 
user interface components, built-in behaviors that add ActionScript to their document, 
and special effects that they can add to objects. 
When user author in Flash they work in a Flash document, a file that, when saved, has 
the file extension .fla. When users are ready to deploy their Flash content, they 
publish it, creating a file with the extension .swf. The Flash Player, de cribed in the 
next section, runs the SWF file 
Flash MX 2004 is the perfect tool for the web designer, interactive media profes ional, 
or subject matter expert developing multimedia content. Emphasis is on creation, 
import, and manipulation of many types of media (audio, video, bitmaps, vectors, text, 
and data). (Macromedia Flash MX 2004, 2004) 
The new features in Flash MX 2004 provide greater productivity, enhanced rich 
media support, and treamlined publishing. 
• Timeline Effects. 
U er is able to apply Timeline effects to any bject · n the tage to 
qui kly add transition and animations u h as fad »in ·, fly-ins, blur und 
pins. 
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• Behaviors. 
With Behaviors, interactivity can be added to flash content without 
writing a line of code. For example, user can u c behaviors to in lud 
functionality that links to a website, loads sounds and graphics, control 
playback of embedded videos, plays movie clips, and triggers data source . 
• Accessibility support in the authoring environment. 
Accessibility support in the Flash authoring environment provides 
keyboard shortcuts for navigating and for using interface controls, letting 
users work with these interface elements without using the mouseUpload 
templates. 
• Updates templates. 
Flash includes updated templates for creating presentations, e-learning 
applications, advertisements, mobile device applications, and other 
commonly used types of Flash documents. 
• Flash Player detection. 
Developer can now publish SWF files with a sociated file that detect if a 
user has a pecified Flash Player version. Developer al can configure 
their publi hed files to direct u ers t alternate files if they don't have the 
pecified Fla ·h Player. 
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• Accessibility and components. 
New accessibility features and a new generation of components offer tab 
ordering, tab focus management, and improved support for third-party 
screen readers and closed-caption programs. 
• Globalization and Unicode. 
New enhanced globalization and Unicode support allows Multilanguage 
authoring using any character set. 
• String panel. 
The new Strings panel makes it easier to publish Flash content in multiple 
languages. With the click of a few buttons, Flash creates external XML 
files for each specified language. 
2.10.2 Macromedia Director 8.0 
Macromedia Director MX is an authoring which allow user to bui Id rich, interactive 
content and applications for CDs, DVDs, kiosks, and the Internet.. Director handles 
the widest variety of media, letting user to build compelling, high-performance 
content-such as learning applications, corporate demonstration and game that 
delivers measurable results. 
User is able to cu tomize their applications with ire ·tor s t msiblo plug-in 
architc lure and 'n ure sm oth play] u ·k, cv n wh ·n usinr Ion Iii 'N < r vid ·o~, wilh 
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Director's advanced memory management. Director offers powerful new features 
including a choice of scripting languages, DVD-video support, cross-platform 
publishing, and Flash integration. The new features in Director MX 2004 provid 
greater productivity, enhanced rich media support, and streamlined publishing. 
(Macromedia Director MX 2004, 2004) 
• Powerful and flexible. 
Director MX is extended in any direction with Director's powerful Xtras plug-in 
architecture. Xtras allow user extend the authoring environment and playback 
engine in nearly limitless ways. Also, incorporating new, powerful DVD 
functionality, which lets user embed, control, and play back DVD-video within 
multimedia projects. 
• Integrated and streamlined. 
Enhance overall performance with significantly improved Macromedia Flash 
playback performance within Director. Integrate function-rich, pre-packaged 
Macromedia Flash MX 2004 components, including user interface and media 
components. 
• Productive and efficient. 
Easily publish content across platforms and to different format , including 
Macintosh and Window projectors, in one simple tcp, 
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2.10.3 Comparison between Macromedia Flash MX and Director MX. 
Macromedia Director has built-in advanced memory management, extensibility and 
integration with high-quality media formats, such as DVD-Video, Apple Quick'I'irnc 
and Real Media. Intel Internet 30 graphics software included with Director. 
Advanced memory management enables optimal playback of fixed-media based 
multimedia files. The extensible Director architecture (Xtra extensions) provides the 
ability to add unique functionality for unlimited extensibility. Director MX 2004 
supports over 40 different media formats, including QuickTime, Windows Media, and 
DVD, Flash conteht, Real Media and many others. Launch external applications from 
within Director for a seamless user experience. Accesses to file systems are available 
through Macromedia Shockwave Player by integrated security mechanisms. Director 
supports multiple input mechanisms, such as joysticks and the multi-button mouse, 
through the Xtra extension mechanism. Director offers a powerful, fully scriptable 
sound mixer, allowing low-level transformations of audio. Director offers a highly 
optimized rendering engine optimized for high-speed graphics and sound-both 2D 
and 3D. 
Build rich Internet applications with a familiar forms-based development environment 
and powerful data binding with Macromedia Flash MX 2004. Macromedia Director 
MX 2004 enables the creation of acce sible content that is available n Apple 
Macintosh and Microsoft Windows platforms in browsers r as a stand-alone 
executable, without the need for a screen reader. Macromedia Flash Player is the mo t 
widely distributed rich-media runtime, available n 8% of d .skt p . ll Ifers a 
powerful criptin • ton F)uogc for truokin • us ·r int ·rtt .tion and s ·01111 ·~s inl · muion 
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with existing tracking systems. Macromedia Flash Player has been ported to many 
popular devices-including Pocket PC handhelds and leading set-tops-from vendors 
such as Liberate and Open TV. 
Flash video is based on the H.263 video compression standard. Director MX 2004 
supports DVD-Video, Windows Media, Real Media, Apple QuickTime, Flash video, 
as well as various other video formats. Through the Director MX 2004 runtime 
extension mechanism (Xtra plug-ins), various other formats (such as MPEG2) are also 
supported. Table 2.9 shows the summary of Macromedia Flash MX and Director MX 
comparison. (Macromedia Flash MX and Director Comparison, 2004) 
Table 2.9: Macromedia Flash MX and Director MX Comparison. 
Activity/Content Macromedia Flash IMacromedia Director 
Deploying to fixed media (CD/DVD, kiosk) y' 
Website user interfaces ..; 
lnteractive real-time 3D ...; 
Video: Long form ...; ...; 
Internet-based rich-media applications -r 
!Accessible rich media ../ y' 
CD- or DVD-based aoolications v 
Authoring & Runtime Extensibilitv y' 
Multiple media formats v 
Launching external applications ...; 
!Access to file systems .../ 
Support for devices in addition to webcam and ../ imicrophone 
!Precision sound control v' 
!High-performance sprite rendering engine ...; 
!Online advertising ../ 
Content for devices ../ 
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Chapter 3: System Analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
This section will do the decision what methodology will going to use to develop the 
learning system. Many difference type of software life-cycle model has been reviewed 
from book and internet. There are no prefect methodology, every model have their 
strengths and weaknesses. Table 3.1 briefly shows the strengths and the weaknesses of 
some model. (Schach, 2003). 
Table 3.1: Comparison of Command Life-Cycle Model 
Lice-Cycle Description Strengths Weaknesses 
Model 
Code-and-fix ·Implemented without ·Fine for short ·Totally 
model requirements or program that unsatisfactory 
specification. require no for products of 
·Simply throw code and maintenance. any reasonable 
rework until satisfy by size. 
client 
Waterfa11 ·Separate specification, ·Disciplined ·Delivered product 
model development, approach may not meet 
validation and evolution ·Document client's needs 
to difference phases. driven 
Rapid · Implement comes first. ·Make sure that the ·Effort in building a 
prototyping Once client satisfied the delivered product prototype may be 
model prototype, developers meet the client wasted 
only can draw up the needs. 
specification document. 
I Iteration and ·use multiple waterfall for ·Deliver ·The proce s is slow 
1 Incrementation increments functionaJity in to deliver 
distinct increments. successive 
·Satisfy customer ' iteration of 
need. producti n code. 
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3.2 Incremental Evolution through Rapid Prototyping 
The development model use to develop this project is Incremental -.volution throu h 
Rapid Prototyping (Figure 3.1). This model provides a way to use prototype in final 
system and be more responsive to customers quickly. 
As shown in Figure 3.1, the prototyping incorporates the goals and opuuons, 
requirements form the user from the beginning of the software evolution process to 
retirement, throughout the lifecycle. Prototypes develop very quickly, involving the user 
in an iterative build-execute-modify loop until the user is satisfied with the version of the 
prototype. This prototype is then used to build the final version of the software through 
the use of the architecture included in the prototype. The User requirements and 
specifications can be incrementally elicited and formalized through rapid prototyping. 
The final version is delivered relatively quickly. 
Client might be change or add their requirements after delivered the final version. When 
the user's requirements do change, the final version became the base version of the 
product. Then the changes will make base on the base version until another final version 
is satisfied, then that will become the new version of the base version of the product. This 
incremental evolution process can proceed throughout the life of the system. (Dampier, 
2004) 
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I 
Interim 
Prototype 
New Goals Initial Goals 
Reauirements ' Prototype 
Construction 
~-------'>!- Requirement 
Determination 
Noted Deficiencies 
No Current 
Iteration 
of 
Sofware 
Prototype 
Demo 
Performance 
User Satisfied 
Yes Validated Requirements 
Current Iteration Of Prototype Variation 
Construction 
J Current Iteration Of Software 
Version 
Fielding/ 
Integration 
Figure 3.1: Incremental Evolution through Rapid Prototyping 
3.3 Advantages in using the Evolution through Rapid Prototyping 
• Aims to collect information on requirements and the adequacy of possible 
designs. 
• Helps the designer to evaluate the design very early in the de ign cycle. 
• It is good for addressing the problem of users not knowing or being unable to 
tate their requirements. 
• Provides the opportunity f r continued evaluation and refinement of the de ·i n. 
• Increases the chance f gettin ' a well d • si m ·d syst nn a ·c ·ptnbl to th user · 
with the requir I fun tionality and ens of us'. 
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3.4 Research from Interview 
A major resource to collect data for determining characteristics of a good lcamin 
package for Japanese Language is research from interview. An interview is conducted to 
investigate the problem of existing system. Also, this interview will help developer to 
gather user requirements and also increase developer comprehension on research area. 
So, we had conducted an interview with Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ow Siew Hock, our supervisor 
who knows well in Japanese Language. Below are the answers from interview: 
1. Do you think the public is interesting in learning Japanese Language? 
• Depends on individuals interests. 
2. What are the advantages of learning Japanese Language? 
• Japan government gives scholarship for who a know Japanese Language. 
• Can read article or literature which is only written in Japanese Language. 
• Easier lo know the Japan culture. 
• Easier to get a job in Japan. 
• No problem if want to travel to Japan. 
• Can communicate with Japanese. 
3. What are the problems that public faced in learning Japanese Language? 
• For non-Chinese educated, kanji is a big problem to learn. 
• If poor memory will face pr blem to memorize the new language. 
• Less interest to learn new language. 
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4. In your opinion, what is the best method/effective way to learn Japanese 
Language? 
• Keep on practice, such as keep on write the new vocabulary, while writin 
also repeat read it out as well. 
• Write each character in the small box, to train to write a good Japanese word. 
5. What are the weaknesses in the current learning sources of Japanese Language 
learning tools? 
• Most of the source is book, which are no pronunciations provided and difficult 
to understand the grammar of the Japanese Language. 
• Furthermore, learners need waste a lot of time to keep on refers to dictionary. 
6. What is lack in the learning package you have been use? 
• Tape with book as guideline. 
o Less explanation. 
o If not understand, need refer to the lecturer. 
o Only can use in lab. 
7. Do we need to add Ro-manji at every lesson? 
• No, it will not help learner able to recognize the Japanese character. 
8. For your opinion, what are the functionalitie that can enhance the effectiveness 
of Nihon-go? 
• Accurate pronunciation. 
• Game, exercises and karaoke as well. 
• Dicti nary. 
• Appr print· music and bu ·k zround. 
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9. What is your expectation to once learner complete learning Japanese from our 
learning tool? 
• Leaner will able to write, read, listen and also able to conversation with 
people in simple Japanese Language. 
3.5 Research from Internet 
The Internet is a global network connecting mi11ions of computers worldwide. More than 
I 00 countries use this system to communicate data and information. Communications can 
several forms, such as e-mail, discussion groups, and information retrieved via the World 
Wide Web (also known as the Web). Much information on Japanese Language is 
collected through the Internet. On top of that, most of literature review is done through 
the Internet. 
3.6 Research from Books 
The traditional method to collect data is research from books. Many Japanese Language 
resources are gathered from books available in book stores. It helps to choose which 
lessons, exercises and sample are suitable and important to put in the system. 
3. 7 Research from the Market 
This method was applied to investigate the similar computer-aided learning packages that 
are available in the local market. From this inve ligation, the strength and the limitation 
on the currents flwarc tools had reviewed. 
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3.8 Research from Articles and Newspapers 
There are many others method had used to get more information about Japanes 
Language and also the Japan culture as well. Some newspaper written in Japancs 
Language such as Nichl-Ma Press, Nangoku shinbun and Panora had get free distribute 
from the Jaya Jusco Supermarket. The pamphlet about the Japanese activity held in 
Malaysia subscribe by The Japan Foundation, Kuala Lumpur also collected. It all helps to 
more understand the Japan culture and society. 
Review on senior's thesis report that has develops the learning tool system to give cJearer 
picture of learning tool. 
3.9 Why Use Visual Basic.NET 
Visual Basic.NET is chosen because it can be used to produce "standard" Windows 
applications. .NET also supports typical structure of OOP such as inheritance, 
polymorphlsm and multithreading. The Windows applications that will be created sti11 
require a runtime module, but not the traditional VB runtime. Instead, any application 
that is created with Visual Basic .NET will be able to run only on host machines that 
already have the .NET redistributable installed on it. At press time, this redistributable 
package was just over 20 megabytes (MB) in size and was supported on Windows 98, 98 
SE, Me, NT, 2000, and XP. 
Jn addition to great Visual Basic .N T 2002 features are a powerful new forms designer 
an in-place menu editor and automatic control anchorinu and do kin 11 Vi 'tml Busic 
.NET 200 delivers new produ ·tivity f ·utur ·s for build in' more rol 11sl uppf utions 
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easily and quickly. With an improved integrated development environment (IDE) and a 
significantly reduced startup time, Visual Basic .NET 2003 offers fast, automnti 
formatting of code as user's type, and also provides following features: 
• Flexible, Simplified Data Access 
• Background Compilation 
• Full Object-Oriented Constructs 
• Direct Access to the Platform 
• Upgrade Wizard 
• Package and Deployment Customization 
3.10 Why Use Microsoft Access 2003 
Microsoft Access 2003 is chosen because it can provide relational database power to 
manage information and also the easiest RD.HMS in managing database. Access 2003 
also Jets user create and use powerful database management solutions that make 
organizing, accessing and sharing information easier. It also provides features for 
building tables, queries and forms that is simple and user-friendly. This can be adapted to 
this project needs and will be used as a Database Management System. Also other 
features of Access 2003 are as folJowing: 
• Incorporate a wide nmgc of data sources. 
Acee s 200 supp rts a variety of data form its in .ludine XML, I E and 
B . 
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• View dependency information. 
Quickly find tables, queries, forms, or reports that depend on a parti ular 
database object 
• Update properties automatically 
Change a field property in a table and all the forms or reports that have 
controls bound to it can be updated automatically. 
• Use compatible file formats 
Access 2003 uses Access 2000 as the default file format for new databases 
because Access version 2002 and Access 2000 can use and modify the 
same database. 
3.11 Why Use Macromedia Flash. 
Macromedia Flash is chosen of its ability generate .swf file format to deliver graphics, 
animation and sound. Almost 95% of users can view .swf contents without having to 
install a new plug-in. 
Flash have improve design and layout, animation navigation and user interfaces. Also, 
features interactive applications with Behaviors element (reduce the need to script simple 
tasks such as media and navigation controls) and jump starts with drag and drop User 
Interface (Ur) components (a series of 1 buildinu blocks uch a' button', menus, and 
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scrollbars). Flash also includes additional UI components as well as media components, 
enabling user to quickly and easily incorporate video into their projects. 
Flash is able to create common timeJine animations with just one step, reducing the nc d 
for excessive key framing. Effects are non-destructive so user can modify them 
repeatedly or undo them. Animate and control objects over time with an advanced 
timeline. Set up content efficiently with multiple layers, motion guides, and layer folders 
are done using timeline feature. Flash is based on key frame animation for stop-motion, 
shape, and property or motion tweening with easing control. 
3.12 Why Use Adobe Pbotoshop 
Adobe Photoshop is a program to create high quality image with significant new creative 
tools, work.flow options and editing functions. It is integrated with Macromedia Flash file 
export to create .swf animations. In addition to this, the function is complete vector 
artwork and variable text. 
Photoshop is integrated with scan function and this helps especially on editing scanned 
graphics. This provides user with high quality images and graphics with smallest pos iblc 
size. 
This powerful graphic editing pr gram is available on wide array of platform ranging 
from Windows to Mac. Another advanta e in using Photo hop i the compl .te set of 
graphic editing t ls the mo t intuitive user interface provid ·d nnd th· lur · t nurn -r f 
refer nee oks and nlin tutorial arc availabl . /\ lob· Photo. h ip ', 2004 . 
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Chapter 4: System Analysis 
System analysis is the structured analysis of a process, with strong attention paid to th 
learners' needs, which determines the program's current operating condition and yields 
objective data to ensure the continuous improvement of the program. The analysis is 
made on the system architecture, the functional requirements and non-functional 
requirements. All of these analyses are very important for the following phase, system 
design. 
4.1 Functional Requirement 
Functional requirements are statements of system's services that specif)' an action that the 
target product must be able to perform. They are often expressed in terms of inputs and 
outputs. If given a specific input, the functional requirement stipulates what the output 
must be and how the system should behave in particular situations. 
1. Maintenance Module (Administrator only). 
Authorized developers are allowed to add more exercises and notes into this module. 
ii. Writings Module. 
The application of writing is to enable learners to learn and write Japanese character in 
Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji. The correct sequence order of writing Japanese characters 
is shown by animated graphics. The learners can learn writine in the syst nn usin 1 mouse. 
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111. Lessons Module. 
Learners are allowed to choose the languages they prefer whether the translation is in 
English or Malay language. The system will have a text-to-speech function to teach th m 
the correct way of pronunciations during the 20 lessons course in the syllabus. 
iv. Exercises Module. 
ln exercises module, learners can choose an exercise to answer based on the lesson they 
study. There are 4 types of questions: Objective Questions, Multiple Choice Questions 
(MCQs), Fill in The Blanks with On-Screen Keyboard, and True or False Questions. 
Each exercise has 10 questions. As the system has a test bank that stores more than I 0 
questions, the exercises' questions are generated randomly. With 20 lessons, there are 20 
exercises with answers provided. No marks are given in exercise module .. 
v. Quizzes Module. 
In quizzes module, learners can choose a quiz to answer based on the lesson they study. 
There are 4 types of questions: Objective Questions, MCQs, Fill in The Blanks with On- 
Screen Keyboard, and True or False Questions. Time allotments for Chapter I to I 0 and 
Chapter 11 to 20 are I 0 minutes and 15 minutes respectively. ach quiz has IO questions. 
As the system has a test bank that store more than 10 questions, the quizzes' questions 
are generated rand mly. Wh n the time i ver the quiz is automatically stopped fr m 
answering. Marks arc given and the quiz result i saved into data asc bef re di played in 
th table. p I re ·ult· arc sh wn in th' p ·r rman · · tabl -. 
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vi. Games Module. 
The simple and interesting games in learning package are good in relaxing learners, mind 
and eva]uating the understanding of learners. In order to attract the learners, numerous 
graphics, animations and sound effect are needed to make the games jovial. Learners 
must understand the Japanese language before playing the games. There are 5 games in 
Games module. 
vii. Karaoke Module. 
To make it more interesting, a karaoke module is added to let learners learn to sing in 
Japanese language. Singing in Japanese language can help learners to speak Japanese 
fluently. Lyrics and the tran Iation are part of the karaoke module. Eight songs are 
available to let learners choose for themselves. Thus, learners can enjoy and learn to sing 
the song at the same time. 
vm. Dictionary Module. 
In helping learners to folly understand Japanese language, a dictionary module is 
essential in letting the learner to know the meaning. At different level, learners may 
sometimes forget th mcanin . thus th y an search through the dictionary. he learner 
can search the meanings either by k y-in r -rnanji or hyperlink of certain vocabulary. 
4.2 on-Functional cquirement. 
Non-functi nal r quircm mts pr .cnt a s t .muti · and I ruumati 4 upproa ih to buildin • 
uality int ' s twarc s stems. xo I\ arc 1111lit nttribu! 'S such us ac .uruc . p ·r orrnnncc 
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and security must be exhibit from a system. Such non-functional requirements ar 
difficult to address and modeled since it has a broad impact on the system. Th' 
constraints are execution constraints, development process constraints, standard 
constraints, etc. 
i. User Friendly. 
The system's interface should be friendly, attractive and easy to use. The system's 
functionality and purposes must be consistent within themselves. In order to attract the 
learners' attention, interesting animation and colorful graphics are vital in the system. 
ii. Correctness. 
The translation and information display in this learning package should be accurate and 
correct. Each translation from Japane e to English or Malay languages have to represent 
the exact meaning of the Japanese language. The way to approach this requirement is 
experience and professional people, like a translator, should check the translation. 
iii. Extensibility. 
The ability to accomm date increased functionality in tandalonc software is necessary if 
there is any update to it. Functi n such as embedded Japanese e-lcarning can be 
considered in future enhancement a the ystem i built in separate modules. o there is 
modularity in our ystem to enable y tern extensibility. Thus, NihonG must 
accomm date any re uircrn .nts nri c in futur d ·v lopm mt. 
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rv. Security. 
The system's accessibility must only be given to the authorized administrator for any 
update and maintenance. Thus, an administrator can correct the system if ther arc any 
faults after installation. Unauthorized person can disrupt the system only if there is no 
security. 
v. Understandability. 
The programs' code is written by using natural language such as English. It is to let other 
programmers understand the data flow and coding method used in developing this 
learning package. The inclusion of comments is used to help programmer under tand the 
code and its flow. 
4.:\ loftwarc cquir mcnt 
1. Developer oftwar equircmcnt. 
Literature and r arch r i w were c rnpl t d at th initial pha . he xtcnsivc 
research on the cxi ting pr gramrning l hn I gic , atabasc . multimedia tool and 
editing tool ha c br ight the dcci i n t the tool u age a h wn in tabl 4.1 
Tabl 4.1: twar R quircrncnt t d cl p th 
Database 
Microsoft Windows XP Operating System 
Programming anguage Vi ual Ba sic .NET 
Multimedia Tools Macromedia Flash MX 
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ii. User Software Requirement. 
These are the software required by user to use this system: 
• Windows 9x/2000/XP.' 
• Microsoft Access. 
4.4 Hardware Requirement 
i. Developer Hardware Requirement. 
After reviewing on most of the hardware requirement on Japanese learning package 
system, these are the minima requirement to develop a learning package system: 
• Intel Pentium 233MHz or better. 
• 128 MB RAM or more. 
• 500 MB of available disk space. 
• l S-bit color monitor (I 024 x 768 resoluti n). 
• 16 bit sound card. 
• CD-ROM drive. 
• Mouse, speaker, microphone. 
ii. User Hardware Requirement. 
For smo th perf rmancc f the y tern, u er arc advi able t fulfill th r quir .m nts a 
below: 
• Intel Pentium 200 MHz or etter. 
128 MB RJ\M or more. 
• 250 MB f il nilnbl ·dis space. 
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Chapter 5: System Design 
5.1 Architectural Design 
The architectural design is a pictorial representation of the subsystem framework control 
and communication. It is system module decomposition into several subsystems with 
each subsystem has the produced functionality. The architecture describes the 
interconnections among the modules. 
Figure 5.1 shows the interconnections between the independent modules for the Japanese 
language learning process. The main system is divided into 7 modules with each of the 
modules being broken into detail sub-modules. User has the option to choose the 
language they want to display. 
Maintenance - - 
I 
1--, ~ 
I 
Writings 
START --1 Lessons 
-- I Exercises 
.___, Quizzes 
--[ Games 
Select A 
language Home 
-~ 
Dictionary 
Fi u • . I: Ar hit· ·1t1rnl I f Mnin M mu 
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Figure 5 .2 shows a part of the system that a11ows a user to choose the langua e they 
prefer. The options are English, Malay languages. This part is available in every pa c in 
order to let the user changes the language flexibility. 
Malay 
Select A 
language 
English 
Figure 5.2: Architectural Designs of Languages 
In figure 5.3, to avoid unauthorized access, a system needs to verify the developer's 
identity. Authorized developer has the permission to add new records into the system's 
database. 
Maintenance Menu • Identify Verification 
1 
Add New Record 
~igurc 5.3: Architectural Design of Maintenance Module 
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Figure 5.4 is the most important part in the Japanese language learning process. A 
translation and text-to speech functionality for Japanese words arc provided for the us r' c 
learning easiness. There are 20 lessons in this module. 
(,,..- -SelectA 
language 
\ 
\ 
,) 
Help Lessons 
Select A lesson 
Next Exercises Read Text 
Figure 5.4: Architectural design of Lessons Module 
Exit 
Meanwhile, in figure 5.5, the exercises of each lesson are displayed here. The user can 
view their performance throughout the lesson in this module. Each exercise consists of I 0 
questions. Answers are provided after answering. 
(~elect A language') 
/ 
Help 
Choose An 
exercise 
View Submit I VlewAnsw~ Performance rel a 
r I l 
LHome =i LProvlou N t l- xlt 
. 1 ur . : Ar 'hit · ·t11rnl d isi 111 of be ·r ·iscs Modul 
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Meanwhile, in figure 5.6, the quizzes of each lesson are displayed here. The user can 
view results throughout the lesson in this module. There are 10 questions for each quiz. 
Marks are given. 
-- 
'· 
I I ( Select A language ) I Help I Quizzzes 
I 
' - ~ I • 
Choose A Quiz 
i 
View Submit Quiz I View Answer I Perfonnance 
.I r 
~ 
I I I I I 
I Home I I Next I I Exit I 
Figure 5.6: Architectural design of Quizzes Module 
The game module is shown in figure 5.7. The user can choose a game that they are 
interested. After that the user can view their performance in the performance part. 
( Select A la~guage \ 
- .J 
Help Games 
Choose A 
Game 
I View Answer I View Performance Ploy 
~I 
l 
[ Home rovlous N t 
Fi zur • .7: Ar hit turul I si 111 l f 1111 ·s M dule 
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In figure 5.8, a writing module is provided for user to practice learning the correct way. 
1 Select A language 'J Help Writings 
' 
Choose Type 
of Word 
---- -- - 
I 
0 Exit Katagana 
Figure 5.8: Architectural Design of Writings Module 
The second last module is the dictionary module as shown in figure 5.9. User can search 
for the meanings for words they want. A translation of each word is shown in the system. 
--- -I Dictionary ( Select A language) Help 
Type A Word 
Home Search Exit 
·igure 5.9: Architectural esi in f Dicti nary Module 
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The last module is the karaoke module as shown in figure 5. 10. Users can select the 
songs they like. Lyrics will be provided so that users can sing along. 
Help 1---1 Karaoke 
I 
' Choose A 
Song 
I 
I 
~ I 
Home 8 Next 
Select A language 
Figure 5. I 0: Architectura I design of Karaoke Module 
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5.2 Process Model 
Process Model involved graphicaJly characterization for function or data processes for a 
system. Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a process model used to depict the flow of data 
through a system and the work or processing performed by the system. Whitten shows 
the flow of data or information. It can be partitioned into single processes or functions. 
The Gane and Sarson notation had choose to use in following DFD because it's wide 
popularity. (Whitten, Bentley & Dittman, 2000). 
There are only three symbols and one connection in the Gane and Sarson notation: 
Table 5.1: The Gane and Sarson notation 
SymboVConnection Details 
E 
A rounded rectangle (the Gane and Sarson 
notation) is used to represent a process. 
I Agent I 
Square represent external agent. 
I Data ~ 
The open-ended boxes represent data stores. 
information ... The arrow represents data flows, or input and 
outputs to and from the process. 
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DFD of every module of this project are shown from Figure 11 to 20. 
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Game 
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Display 
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And 
Password 
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Selected Input User 
Name 
Lesson 
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Complete 
The 
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11- -Hiragan ---,--,--,-,...- 
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010 cor s For uizzes 
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Login Name 
And Passw rd 
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Katakana ._ __ W_r_iti_n,,.____ Latest 
Selected Note 
L.---- 
05 Katakana Writing 
Katakana-.__ _ 
Kanji 
-Selected- 06 Kanji Writing 
'-------1 
9 
Add New 
Record 
Identify 
V .rif oti n 
I 
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1-- - 
Kanji ------ -Updated __ 
Information 
atest -E·. 
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I 
Usemame 
And password 
t 
User information 
1.1 
Input User 
Name 
1.2 
Searching 
Record 
S h d 
Usemame 
earc e And 
Record 
~d 
~ 
Figure 5.12: DFD of User-Level I 
Notes 
Selected 
Exercises 
Selected 
2.1 
Select The 
lesson 
Exer!ise's I 
Title Exercises 
2.2 
Exercises 
Lesson's Title 
2.4 
Display 
Lesson 
+ 
Quiz's 
Title 
Quizzes 
Lesson 
+ 
Quizzes 
Selected- 
2.3 
Quizzes 
----Lesson---- 
Lesson's -~ 
Title 
Pronunciation . 03 Notes 
elect Word- ... _ 
PronWJciation 
·igurc 5.1 : DFD I L ssons Modul • - Lev 'I l 
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3.2 
Play The 
Karaoke 
Karaoke--] D 11 Karaoke _. Song's 
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3.3 
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Karaoke Karaok Karaok 
Figure 5.14: DFD of Karaoke Module- Levell 
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I 
Quizzes 
elected ___ t __ 
5.1 
elect The 
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Dl2 Quizzes Quiz's 
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Display The 
Quizzes 
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The Quiz Performance 
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Word 
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r de ,, pin, a database that will in \ ·1 u u •r'~ 
requir m nt . "h • a ti it in ilud ·s thr · · s ·rn11 1t · \ ut 
This pr · · ·t v ill ul us· I i al d 111l .1s • I· ipn uul 1 h si • 11ti111hns • d '"'i in. 
I< < I • 
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5.3.1 Physical Database Design 
Definition of physical database design is a proc ss of producing n d . ripti n ~ the 
implementation of the database on secondary st r gc, which d rib th 
file organizations, and indexes used I achieve efficient ace th data and an 
associated constraints or integrity rules. (H Ifcr, Pr scou & McFadden 2002). This 
system has 13 tables as shown in table 2 to 14. All table sh ws entities field name, data 
type, size and also brief description n the entity. 
Table 5.2: Table f er 
Field Name Size Data T e 
10 User ID Text 
Password Text IO 
Table 5. : 1 able f Administrati n 
DataT Field Name 
Text Admin ID 
Password Text 
Table 5.4: Table f Lessons 
Field Name 
Lessons ID 
P uh It 1 .css M 111 truu l uiuu of not .,. 
" hi .h .'I ir · in word Iii '. 
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Table 5.5: Table of I Iiragana Writin 
Field Name Data T e Size 
Hira ana ID lnte er 
Hira ana Text 3 
Hira ana Sound Text 100 
Hira ana Animate Text 100 
Table 5.6: Table of Katakana Writing 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Katakana ID Autonumber Integer Identified each Katakana. 
Katakana Text Text 3 Ro-manji 
Katakana Sound Text 100 Path to access sound file of each Katakana. 
Katakana Animate Text 100 Path to access flash file of each Katakana. 
Table 5.7: Ta le f KanjiWriting. 
Field Name Data Type Size Description 
Kanji ID Autonumber Integer Identified each Kanji, 
Kanji Text Text 50 Ro-manji 
Kanji Sound Text JOO Path to access sound file of each Kanji. 
Kanji Animate Text 100 Path to access flash file of each Kanji. 
Kanii Furi Text 50 Furigana. 
Table 5.8: Table of ex rci e 
Exercise ID Autonumber 
Exercise ource Number 
Tab) 5. : Tab( f uizzes 
Field Name 
um •. 
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Table 5. I 0: Table of runes 
Field Name 
Game ID 
Game Source 
Table 5.11: Table of cores for Quizz 
- 
~Field Name Data Type Size Description 
~User ID Text 10 Identify each user. 
~Quiz ID Autonumber Integer Unique identifier for each exercise. 
[..Quiz Score Number Integer Score obtained. 
Quiz_Date Date/Time General Date user does the exercise. -- Date 
l2!tiz Timer Number Integer Time used by user to complete an exercise. 
Table 5. 12: Table of c res f r a mes 
Field Name Data T e tion 
User ID Text 10 
Game ID Autonumber 
Game Score Number 
Game_Date Dateffime Date user does the exercise. 
Game Timer Number Inte er 
Table 5.13: Ta le f Kara kc 
Tnbl • .14: Tabl · f i ·ti nary 
Ors( ri Jtiou 
nic \IL' i I ·nti f ·r r r wor Is. 
~-=--'."""--4-.:...::.:.:.:._ l-...:...;;. __ 1~n wn word in· rt ·d by us r. 
I nth to 1 • • ss tho mennin in h1gl.i, h ·r, i< n. 
I uh tu 1 • • ':-l!l th 111' min~ in M 11 ry v ·rnion. 
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5.3.2 Logical Database Design 
Figure 5.21 shows the logical database design for the system. 
• ;Refallonslups . • \ ., ,t.'1,• ~· 
USer.)D 
QW~• 
~_E_:_niw  _. 
Figur 5.21: ogical ataba e esi n 
5.4 User Interface Design 
One f the m st im rtant aspe t Ii r N ihon pr cess i the u ~ r int r ace d si in a it 
describ s h w the Ilware int ra t with the u sr. A ood us ·r int rfacc hould have 
consistency, effe ti "' int ira .tivity t itw · in U1 • us r and th· .ystcm ia 'Y t und ·r stan 
inf; rmation di play and u · 'r fri ·ndly data input. Th· follow ur · the us ·r int rfn · ·s for 
this sy t im: 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
System implementation is a process commences after the design phas . st m 
requirements and designs are interpreted into software code. The d tailed design pro ides 
information for the programmers to implement the code. ystcm implementation involves 
integration f individual codes from several module into complete software as well. This 
phase will describe the initial and revised process de ign implementation in real world. 
6.2 Development • nvironment 
The development t u ed t dcv 1 p the ystem con i t f hardware and s fl ware to 1 
Appr priatc oft.ware and hardware peed up the y tern dcvel pmcnt a c rding t 
schedule. he t I are de cri ed a el w: 
6.2.l ftware Requirement 
The ftwarc t I u ed t de cl arc Ii led in 'able . I: 
Table . I: he o ware T l · for 
uiremcnt 
11 nu I 11111 1 • I · i 111 1111u 'r ·uti n 
·u111 ·ntnti< n 
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6.2.2 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware tools used to devel p Nihon arc Ii tcd as b low: 
• Intel Pentium IV 1.6 Hz 
• 512MB of RAM 
• 40 GB Hard Disk 
• 52X CD-ROM 
• peak er 
• canner 
• Other desktop peripheral like monitor mouse and keyboard 
6.3 y tern Development 
his pha e f cu e n the techn I gy and d vet pmcnt t ol u age analy i during th 
dcvel pm nt. 
6.3.1 Database Development 
Based on the logical data rn det ~ r Nih reated during the y tern n pha e, 
Mier 2 i u d a the ata a e Mana rem nt tcm M . ll 
me rp rate i ual u er interface f r de igning and w r ing v ith databu e . 
Data a e i 
·r .utinu nn .mpt data u · · .allcd Japan. 
rdin t th' atnbn • d · i 111 i11 hn1 t ·r I ut th ·r • (Jr' 
ntu stru turc ol ·n b tuble ls lcclnrcd tublc's primur · is ··t 
L suu 'II\ Ill in B.NF l', 
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6.3.2 User Interface Development 
The interface is developed be t uited for high col r ere ·n 1024 7 8 r luti ns. 
having Graphical User Interfaces ( UI ), it upport the int ra ti n u ing m us an 
keyboard to communicate with the user. In this ystern Ad be h t hop C and 
Microsoft Visual Basic.N T are used for developing the y tern interface. 
6.3.3 Application Development 
The Nihon o applicati n devel pment u e pr grarnrnmg c de in V .N T. tandard 
principles are mpl y d in c ding meth d en ure the y tern maintainability, 
readability and under tanda ility. he prin iplc u cd in th 
the following. 
(a) 
devcl prnent arc a· 
c the t, ndard meaningful pr edure varia le and parameter name 
to v id the e f mment . he c ding i wn in -rgure IV U 
6.1. 
.ut ·u 'hnro ·t rl:.. 
l· i ur . I: ·1 he u iubl ·I) "I uutlou 
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(b) The code of database connccti n 
conn = New ADOD . onnection 
conn.Provider= "Ml R F .J ~T. ="' r 
Application.StartupPath & "\japan.mdb" & "'· J t 
password=W K020094" 
conn.Open(Application. tartupPath & "\japan.mdb") 
igure 6.2: The ode of atabase nn ction 
(c) nee establi hing a databa e connection L tructured uery 
anguage) tatemcnt are u ed t retri v data r m the database . he 
fi II wing tatcment retrieve u er' idcntificati n fr m table 
member" in databa c. 
w rd.Text lttit 
Narnc=" & 
igur 6. : The de tat mcnt 
d In rd rt handle err r, e pti igure .5 
If hklingli sh, 
nd 
hkMala 
h Jnp Ill. 'he id False 
I· n I l't 
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6.4 System Documentation 
System Documentation is e sential for dcvcl p r to k cp track f the pr ~ t pr gre . 
The documentation describes the step t perform a p ific pha 
implementation of the system to the final acceptance test plan. 
nd the 
Therefore, user manual acts a a guide to u er to use the program. It provides 
instructions on sy tern in tallati n, the procedure to perate the y tern and explanati ns. 
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Chapter 7: y tcm Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is the proce s of executing a s ftware sy tern t d t rmm ' h th r it 
matches its specification and execute in intended environment. oftware te ting is often 
used in association with the terms verification and validation. V ri fication is the checking 
or testing of system, for conformance and con istency with an a s ciated specification. 
Software testing is just one kind of verification, which al uses techniques, such as 
reviews, analysis in pections and walkthr ugh . Validati n i the pr ces of checking 
that what has been sp cifi d i what the u er actually w nted. 
There are v ry f w rn dule written earlier p rf rming rre tty and als , the 
requirement kept changing during the dev I pmcnt pha e. The m dule mu t e 
rewritten c rnprehcn ivcly t en urc that it i executed pr perly and well pcrf rmc 
Sy tern te ting i l n ur the ntire m dulc in the sy Lem an e xecuted rre ti 
Testing i carried ut thr ugh ut ft are devcl prncnt in tcad at the end. Ther 
te ting i a ver important pha. e -v hi h ha t be arric ut ell 
delivered t nd-u er. Nih n 
peratc ith ut ru shing, han 1ing r th ·r run-rim .rr rs. 
• -un ti nalit : Nih n rn ·ct all r quirem nus · ·tabli hed. 
• P .rf rm 111 ·: Nih u re 'P ml in u tun ·I Ill 1111\ ir, 
• t im I .rf rm.111 • v ill 111ti11u · to p .rfouu .orr · ·tly i11 11 tim ·ly 
ru inn ir v h 11 it is • ul ~ '·t • I t 110 lu ·t I 11 I ul, 
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The other objective of testing is to ensure operational r lia ility by un rm 
the system. This objective is achieved by dclibcrat ly d igning input. f 
rigorously testing the system against the e. The defect uncovered in lud :. 
• Logic errors, 
• Coding errors, 
• Technical language syntax error , and 
• Database integrity errors. 
7.2 Testing Techniques Practiced 
Thi ection f cu e n the t ting technique pra ticcd thr ugh ut the applicati n tc ting 
applicati n we ch e t u e ad-hoc te ting bla k-b x te ting and 
white box t ting technique . 
7.2.1 Ad-hoc te ting 
Ad hoc te ting i an attempt t break the pr gram r mak it fail \I ith trying it ith 
whatever input rn t mind. 
7 .2.2 Black b , tc 'ting 
la k te stin r fun .ti nnl tc ting is u · .d I lit uts r the uppli ·nti n, gi in 
certain input· nf rm t th' fun ·ti nul · .if uti 
indicate that the int rnnl impl 'Ill ·11tnlion r th' p rrnm I in' • xe Ill 'U is IH l . uminc 
th t ''l r. It f us · nth' m 'I illlf)( 11 int 1 '1 • •t: I 1 m lul • i11 th· t ·m1 c I how 
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well the module meets its specification. Listed bcl w arc few a pr a h s . I pli d for 
black box testing technique: 
• Error guessing 
This approach is similar to 'ad hoc testing', where the tester' ill attempt 
to input any type of test case that came acr ss hi /her mind or a pre- 
planned test ca e. 
• Boundary testing 
This approach include b undary f e uivalent cla e where the coverage 
f te t ca e will inv Iv inside the undary, n the undary an ut side 
the b undary. 
• M dulc int rfa e tc ting 
Jn thi appr a h each value within th interface i a ured a rr ct a 
they related to th module that call them." hi mean that p cific all m 
the calling m dul are te ted whether they are in the right equ n . 
7.2.3 White bo: te ting 
White te ting i u e t he k that th utput f th· appli uti n g1 ·n c rtain input 
nf rm t the fun ti nnl spe iii .uti n nli • la k x te ·tin , hite 
b X le ting i the t e fl "(in 1 thnt d .nls lire ti \: ith the Int tur > F th ' d ithin ti 
m dul r a d • · • m .nt, 'I h • t inn ' hit· h • iudi · 11 s th 1t th ·int •111t1l impl .m ·ntuti 11 
f th. .xuntin ·I th • t ·t r, Li ·t I I h w 1r • ·w 
. I • tin ': 
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• Branch node coverag 
ach and every branch of every po iblc dir ti n 1 tnk n t I 
• Compound condition coverage 
When multiple conditional present in the code ev ry p ssible combination 
is tested based on a truth table. 
• Basi path te ting 
ach independent path thr ugh the c de i tested th r ughly. 
• Data fl w testing 
hi appr ach i t di c ver an mali 
u ed but arc n t declared. 
• p tc ting 
hi a ppr ach related t tc t ingle I p a WH IL 
uch a varia le , which arc n t 
... ~ L ~ 
c ncatenated I r equ n e I op and al n t cl lo p . 
7.3 Te-tin the tern 
A fl are m u le i 
tc t and int grati n pha ' 
d t te ting both in de ·I pm .m phas c and thr ugh ut the 
pm nt ha sc mpri ·' each un ti n f the m dul ' i 
tc tcd th r ughl up n m lcti n f the rn dul '. 'I h main differ n ~ 
c nducted in d m int hu · · an th· t .st and int· iruti n th 1 • • i: lh u, lu in 1 th· 
d I pm ·nt phus \ irr r urc r UI\ n I Ii xc I. Whil. in th l .st 'l!I I int. rutl in pha. ·. if 
n fnilur • pr s 11t, it \. ill th iii· I m lult· ' ill r ·111111 • J In th· 
d ·I pm ut t \Ill) al I\ l ' ith \I) n . llttt r r1ilur 'S .. I •ri 'I\. d, Nihon 'o had 
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undergoes three stages of testing before it was c n idcrcd a c mplct 
Unit Test, Integration Test and y tern est 
h I. r 
7.3.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is the most basic level of code testing. It has two major objectives: to erify 
that the application software component code work according to its pecifications, and 
to validate the pr gram logic. Unit testing ace mplishe the e obj ctives by pinpointing 
differences between what an application ftware comp nent d e and what it is 
suppo ed t d . Th advantage f unit te ting i that it permit the te ting and debugging 
of small unit f de, thereby pr viding a etter v y t manage the intcgrati n unit 
into larger c m nent . 
For Nih n unit tc ting i don ub cquent t ding pha c. Afl r the ur c de a 
module ha been dcv I p d reviewed and v rifled for the orrect yntax unit-te ting 
case wa de igncd. he m dule wa te ted t en ure that it perate c rre tly. 
7.3.2 Integration Tc 'tin 
lntegrati n tc ting in v hi h pr gre i .ly larger gr up· arc m dulc 
r th· ar hit' tural de i n arc int .grutcd and te tcd until the 
iruti n t .srin 1 t • ·t th· rnbincd indi idual 
r . fl \I ar ' a Ill st »n. Int· iruti n l .stin 1 in lu '· the 
intcgrati n f rn dulcs int 
·rnll • ·t ·rn. 
ram· int l subs st .ms, uu I sub. ·1 uns int the 
'IS 'If" r: th \t t • .ur i11 th. int 'rt! ·1i II, and 
11 units, ' hi .h 11111l t l • I( 1111 I lurin i unit t stin . 
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The major objectives of integration te ting for Nihon 10 are l v rify rhnt int rf es 
between application software components functi n properly and int rfa s b tv n th 
application and its users functi n properly. 
7.3.3 System Testing 
In system testing all modules are integrated t the overall pr duct and tested to sho that 
all requirements are met. Testing the overall ystem is exceptionally varied from unit and 
integration testing. y tern testing evaluate the functi nality and performance of the 
system. It encompas e te ting for perf rrnance tre e urity configurati n sensitivity, 
usability, data integrity tartup and rec very. Nih n o y tern i tc ted whether it i 
functioning pr perly and en urc all requirement ar met. The f II wing y tern tc ting 
was carried ut: 
1. Functional Test 
he bjecti e f functi nal te t pha e i t en ure that a h el m nt f the 
applicati n meet the functional requirement. f the · fl ware u utlin • 
111 the tern de ign d curnent. ~ If ctive fun ti n tc 't · ha c a high 
pr abilit f detc ting a fault. Nih 11 
fi r fun ti nnl t ·st: 
us· guid .lines n Ii t id I w 
• 
• T ·t fi r b th nli I und in uli J input. 
• 
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2. Performance Test 
The purpose of applicati n performance t ting L I rmin if th 
system can handle the anticipated am unt f work in r uir tim h 
types of performance test carried out for Nihon 
security tests. 
ar timing l l and 
3. Acceptance Test 
Acceptance te t is executed to en ure that the system perate in the 
manner expected, and any upp rting material uch a pr ccdure , f rms, 
etc. are accurate and uita le f r the purp e intended. It i high level 
testing, en uring that there ar n gap in functi nality. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation and onclusion 
8.1 Problem Encountered and olutions 
• Text-To-Speech Synthesizer (TT ) 
This is a very advanced technology f r us and due to the lack of kno ledge; 
we are unable to commence work at fir t. H wov r, with the help of our 
supervisor and senior we managed t vcrcome this problem by using the 
Microsoft Agent ontr I 2.0 f r the Japane e and ngli h • hereas for 
Malay T we implement with MBr la. 
• h ing the ft.wared vet pm nt kit 
here are many s Itware dcvel prncnt t I l dcvel p thi y tc111. With the 
guidance and advi c fr m ur supcrvi r, finally c decided t h c 
Yi ual tudi .Net becau e fit a inc in u ing its feature and the tr n 
library fun ti n . 
• etermin the cop f the y tem 
in e th r 1 an abundance f Japane e r if ·r ·11 • • ut th •r · it i rcull 
k ur upcr 1 r , 
ing the le n that sh • hod tau iht u · in the e tra In· and 
di fi ult t 
ad i c b 
f II v h •r n l · · fr rn ha l ·r I l Im l •r \ . 
• 1m 
unn th d .si m phus \ v • ( 111 r • ilil · J il is h 1r I le · •t th· rn l • · and 
lU ·.ti I\' f r . \ ·h hnt l ·r I \'\\IS. it ls h \I I lor \I, I\ uud •r tan I th. fop 111 .... 
whi hi· rn re Iifficult l r the 'h111·r It II\. ird •. 13• id-. that, du· t th· 
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inexperienced and insufficient time, we pend mu h time in pro r mmin 
Thus, we seek help fr m thcr friend and read a I t f r th r I nt x m le 
and find resource fr m internet. 
8.2 System Strength 
• Simple and u er-friendly interface 
The system provide simple, c nsistent and data int grity interface. The user 
can easily familiarize r get accu tomed with the y tern's concept based style. 
User may need ju t minimal kn wledge t u e thi y tern where an acti n i 
ju ta click away. 
• Attractive graphic and interface 
he eye- at hing graphic v ith cautif ul ba kgr und picture crtainly will 
attract the u er to u it. 
• ext-To- peech ( ) 
TT all w appli ati n tream te: t fr m virtuall an urce f r 
n er 1 n t an audi fi rmat, N rrnally c .an a 'time and 't , ith ut 
having t pr -re rd inf rrnati n fi r t rag a · un I files. that it i 
g d way t pr nt d narni data u .in ' 1 ·1 
a pli nti ns .an bed .pl id. 
• Int re ting gnm · · 
h zam , arc de ·l I 'I in un int r ·stin 1 nu I int ·1 1 ·ti 
u r nn r lu: an I Im ' run in th' \ll\ '.'. 
e au c me 
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• Interactive learning through game and kara kc 
Through these two m dule , u er can I arn vo nbul r an "' king 
simultaneou ly. amc module require u er' v abul ry m m riz ti n. 
Karaoke module improves user the vocabulary intonati n and p aking. 
• Bilingual (Malay and English) 
This system is available in bilingual. Thus, u er can ch se ' hich language 
that they most familiar with and hence language is not a hinder towards the 
curve of learning pr ce s. 
• Dictionarie 
The di ti nary databa e an ea ily chc k and plain the meaning in ilingual. 
8.3 ystem Limitation 
• 
User need to in tall the y tern int th ir c mputer bef re u ing it. 11 we er, the 
system can upport rnulti-u er envir nment. 
• Have t in tall .N t -rarnew rk I. I 
In rdcr t run the ystem m thly u er n cd t in stall .N ·t Framcv r 1.1. 
M u ·r ne ·d t in rtall Mi n g mt ntr I, icr 
~ nd 1 ce h Pl .0 I run th· rre ti . 
• an ua )C el tion i · d n • at th· uin m mu nl 
nl ' ll the st irt rn ·nu l ut 11 l i11 ride ·11 ·h Ill( lule. 
ill ionfus · th· hi '· 
I uabns 
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• Password is hashed but not encrypted. 
• Malay TTS is not part f Mier soft pee h bjcct Library xt rn I ur s). 
Thus, Microsoft Agent ntrol 2. d e n l have chara t r di pl y f r M In TT . 
8.4 Future Enhancement 
• The speed control of fla h in writing module. 
• The creation of Micro oft Agent Control 2.0 character in Malay TT 
• Increase bank question note and karaoke ng . 
• Passw rd encrypti n. 
• The Kanji in Writing M dule need animated graphi . 
8.5 Knowledge and • xpcricnce ained 
• Project planning kill 
In rder t ace mpli h the pr j ct n time, a go d pr j t planning i r quired. 
Theref re we plan a chedule and pha e ince the pr je t rnrncn c until the 
y tern i mpl t I de el p d and d Ii crcd. 'I hi 
ri k and en ur that the pr j ct meet the ~ cti ' 
• Ma ter f V .N ·t and r lat ·d fl ware 
de •I ping thi · ' ncm, v ' me m re familiar v ith VO.N T pr 1nrnm1111 i 
ruin d · I iu 
I It ·di l u I 
. M,. 
n 
usmu d 
ira hi 'S. 'h 
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• Hands on Experience 
We had gained experience in developing this system. Th on pts nd th ri 
which we had learned in project management softwar ngin nn bje t- 
oriented concept and so forth are very useful and applied during th oftware 
Development Life ycle (SOL ) process. 
• Finding Information and solution from internet 
Internet i a mega databa e where you may find a lot of information. We often 
referred t the earch engine to find elution or po t the que ti ns in the forums 
to di cus and get soluti n fr m the expert . 
• nder tand better r garding Japane e 
We managed t learn all the hiragana katakana and rn a ic Japanc c w rd . 
e idc that we arc al c p cd l Japanc e culture. 
8.6 onclu ions 
In a nut hell. Nih n ha b n ucce fully d vel ped and a hi v d it 
t gethcr 1,; ith the trcngth and lirnitati n tatcd arf r. hi is an attra 'ti and 
int ra ti c learning pa kage hich make 
er, there i till need f r irnpro .m .nt. ta in up the ncces ar futur 
enhun im nt : t 'P ·,nil th· lirnitnti n · inn b · 
at but n t 1 inst, this i ·a ·r 1( od I rn ti· 111 · ·ti111 11 und ·r ro lnnt • 
n1 1 iliti sin h mdling m I u · v orks 1' 11 t 'Pl i111 ton· 
fir th ·m 1) q pl th· 1itnJ kn \:I• J • 111I1 11.·h th ·ir ·kill· b for • po· t 
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the real working environment. It i a challenge, to dcvcl p thi mput r i "d 
learning package; a lot of efforts, re carch and time ar n d d t m ke it 
perfect. 
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Chapter 2 Writing Module 
2.1 Writing (Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji) 
1. In Figure A-2. l (a), click n any of the button to hoos th ritin . . h 
button will have tool tip text in romanji. 
2. In Figure A-2.1 (b) click on the "level l ' button r level 2 ' butt n t b o 
table. 
3. Click on any character in the table. 
4. Figure A-2.l(c) will p pup. An animati n will h w h wt write the elected 
character stroke by str ke. 
5. ser can click n the p aker ima butt n to hear the elected character 
pr nunciation. 
6. The meaning f the character combine with ther character hown. 
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Chapter 3 Notes Module 
3.1 Notes' Lessons 
1. Figure A-3. l (a) shows the lessons provided for us rs. n Ii k th 
combo box to choose the desired chapter. 
2. Users can proceed to the next or prcviou Ies on in th chapt r. 
3. To use the Text-To-Speech, users need to choose the spoken language. 
4. Figure A-3.1 (b) show the words pronunciation when th p aker button is 
pressed. A character will pop ut and pron unce the grammar in r quired 
spoken language . 
.. 
.., 1:. 1.. u n: 'I' e 1.1 ,, ,, ii. t 11· 
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Whot dcy la tomormw? 
Spokenl~ 
_. Ery.h 
.1,1,~u. ~t:..tHlt't. 
I Whot dcy 11 tomorrow? 
I I 
- I 
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t• MM" ft." .... ,_ ..... 
Tomorrow It~ 
Figure A-3. l(b): N te 'T xt-T - peech 
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3.2. Note's Information 
1. Figure A-3.2(a) shows the information on Japan's hist ry, ulrur , fcs ri 1. 
and language once the users click on the Information button. 
2. Users can click to navigate the page t thcr page ab ut Japan inf rm ti n, 
•igur A-3.2 a): Japan Inf! rmati n 
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3.3 Note's Dictionary 
1. Figure A-3.3(a) is the page, which navi ates to th di ti nar . plitt r. 
2. A list of similar words with the romanji appears n c the u r k man. 
alphabet or w rd . 
3. Figure A-3.3(b) shows the desired meaning aft r the u er 'k yin th romanji 
and click on the Search button. 
4. To exit the dictionary u er have t click the _.xit butt n. 
•. ,.iONOO' NOTt 
Dictionary 
NotFIU'd 
- I 
Whlll dny 1• tomonuw7 •• . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . 
t • "" •••• .. 
Ton 
I ' 
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- r 
. ! .... ' .. 
.. I U U .. n .. I..... • .. . .. ... 
,-~ l" .. ~ • ' 
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Figur A"3.3(b): N te ' earch Re ult 
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3.4 Using Help 
1. In each module, a "Help" button is pr vidcd. 
2. Click the "Help" button as sh wn in · i rurc A- .4( . 
3. Figure A-3.4(b) show the Help Menu. Hypcrlinks ar pr 
users to desired help. 
h • l.U U: 'C' u s.» tf.t II• 
l' .1 L. I:-. 
Wh111 hnv• you bough! Ill flll li)riii(I 
!irri l~ 
E h (4; (< I 
Fi ure A-3.4(a : m Help 
llw p10< 1nd prnud1.., 
VII bo\\ •• , lld ltd \\ ... N~ 
fl I I 111 I· ct t1 , 
h : 11 IJ mu 
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Chapter 4 Exercises Module 
4.1 Taking Exercises 
1. Figure A-4.1 (a) shows the exercises form. 
2. Click on the list box to select a chapter. 
3. Click on the radio button to answer the question. 
4. If user answers wrongly, correct answer will show. 
5. Click on the "Show Answer" to ee the c rrcct an w r. 
6. User can choose t jump to others que ti n r g to ther chapter by clicking 
on the combo box. 
so .. h1n z 
Mnksml " :t- .A t-51JY " lnlnh '? 
Fi ure A-4.1 a : Takinu 
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Chapter 5 Quiz Module 
5.1 Taking Quiz According To Chapter 
1. In Figure A-5.1 (a), users select a chapter and total qu . lion. I. b 
2. Users click on the Proceed button to take th quiz. A pop up m ag b · 
appears for confirmation. 
3. In Figure A-5.l(b), click on the A, B, or D to start an wering. 
4. Click on the "Next" or "Previous" button to g to next r previous question. 
5. Click on the selection x to go back t ther quc ti n . 
6. Click on the "Finished" button after finished an werin . A u er's record i 
aved in database and the an wcr are ziven. 
Soloct o choplor end total of quo t on ror tBroo.tl.l 
Seloctlon J 
~ 5 
"'9)'QU.....,lodO<Ur I fWCl>I 0111'-'" ,.,., 
'Of 
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Chapter: 5 Quo Ion: 5 
;:;:1: b;:b' --~' 
Here ls a cat. 
B. -'f< 
c. -at! 
D.-b 
A B 
Ne•l I 
Prevlou• 
I lnl•ht"d 
0.:- 
0 c 
B 
c 
D 
" " B 
B 
c 
Figure A-5.l b tart Takin )" uizzc 
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5.2 Performance Viewing 
1. In the Main Menu, click on the "Performance" button. 
2. In Figure A-5.2(a), click on butt n "Display R ults". 
3. The system will display on user saved results of uiz m dul . 
4. To view the graph based on the result, click n butt n Di play graph' tn 
Figure A-5.2(b). 
5. User can to select the type of graph in the raph Typ electi n combo box. 
Nt!ONO()~ 
® ~ 
Pt'RFO'R~ANCE 
UB R: LH 
Oat Tmo , .... "'~""' r.••o1a .... ...., ~ Wl"'9 Mat1<11*) 1Sl1/200S 70005PM 00' 52 10 7 3 70 
3l3l2m5 16 44 AM 00 12 ' J 1 1'll 3/C/2005 12 AM 05 11 l 8 11 ll 3/C/20lll 12 OGAM 00 1 4 21):ir 
3/C/200ll 069AM 00 5) 10 2 • 20l 
><- Ow 
Malito 
.. r .. •o1a- ., .... .._  _ 
l~i ur A- .2 a: P-rf rrnan 'Vi wma 
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.. 
Quiz Performance: Lee 
Figure A-5.2(b): Di play P rf rrnanc raph 
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Chapter 6 Karaoke Module 
6.1 Playing Karaoke Songs 
1. In Figure A-6. l(a), double click on the on is' List t 
with lyrics will appear in Window M die Player. 
2. Click on the "Stop" button to stop. 
3. Click on the "Play" button to play. 
4. Click on the "Volume" scr II t incrcas r dccrea e und v lume. 
suaususr MIV 
LiMYeeChmn 
Pia mi ara 
n . 
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Chapter 7 Games Module 
7.1 Games: Who Wants To Be A Millionaire 
1. Click "Fun" button and then " amcs" butt n fr rn Fi ur A-1. ). 
2. In Figure A-7.1 (a), click "Millionaire" button t o into th run 
in Figure A-7.l(b). 
3. User can answer the question by selecting one of the four el ction buttons. 
4. Besides user can call a friend to answer the questi n. 
5. User also can ask the audience to an wer the questi n. 
6. User can use the 50-50 chances by answering I f the 2 po ible an wers. 
7. er's cored money will be sh wn at the ri ht hand side c lumn. 
8. Once u er answer wr ngly he or she will e cnt ul fr m the f rm 
l)ould r 
1111 tlur "'"- asUFX 
IEJ1 
·igur 
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igure A-7.l(b): Who Want B A Milli nair 
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7.2 Boulder Game 
1. The Figure A-7.2(a) shows the Boulder ame module. 
2. User can select level I 2 or 3 and the then cli k a.I Play am , t th m in 
menu to start. 
3. User need to push all the letters together with the corr ct qu n . 
4. Lastly user can click "CHE K" to check whether their answer is correct. 
5. User will be informed by a message box regarding their an wer. 
i ure A-7.2 a ouldcr am' 
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Chapters Maintenance Module 
8.1 Administrator's Login 
1. Figure A-8. l(a) is the login interface as like u er. Only authoriz 
administrator can acce s the Maintenance 
2. Figure A-8. l (b ), administrator click on the "Maintcnanc button t nt :r the 
Main Maintenance. 
3. Administrator can click either Notes, Dictionary, xerci e and uiz for 
maintenance. 
I U! \It 1M 
rA S\\01111 
urc A-8. l a : Admini strat r In 
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8.2 Notes Maintenance 
8.2.1 Add New Notes 
1. Figure A-8.2. 1 (a) is the N tcs Maintcnanc 
2. Click the "New" butt n to add new rec rds. 
3. Fill in the Chapter number. ho se type: V cabulary or on rsati n. 
4. If choose Vocabulary fill in the file name for Vocabulary. 
5. If choose Conversation fill in the data for nver ati n. 
6. Fill in the Picture's image name after saving the picture int the pecified 
folder named picture. 
7. lick the" ave" button t save all new r c rd . 
•• r: 
Add s ... cti 
N t lrlo 
N etlO 195 
U N ~1 
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8.2.2 Search Notes 
1. In Figure A-8.2.2(a), click the" earch" button t w the' S ar h" b r, 
2. Fill in the required data wanted b low" carch" bar. 
3. Once filling in the search data, details are hown n th 1 ft sid . Admini trat r 
can fill in the textboxes. 
4. Administrator can click the "Update" button to update the note . 
5. Administrator can click the "Delete" button to delete then te . 
6. Once update Figure A-8.2.2(b) sh w confirmati n that the update i succe sful. 
7. Once delete, figure A-8.2.2(c) shows confirmation for data deletion . 
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Record: Updmed 
The record have been upd$led. 
lr O'K 11 
............................... 
Figure A-8.2.2(b): Rec rd pdatcd 
Meintenance 
Are you sure you went to update this record? 
11 ll ......... .X~~ . ~o 
Figure A-8.2.2(c): Data eleti n 
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8.3 Dictionary Maintenance 
8.3.1 Add New Record 
1. In Figure A-8.3.1 (a), click the "New" button to add n w r' ord . 
2. Fill in the textboxes and Chapter at the 'Add' bar. 
3. Click the "Save" button to save new record. 
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8.3.2 Search Record In Dictionary 
1. In Figure A-8.3.2(a), click the "Search" butt n t how th " ar h" b r. 
2. Fill in the Record Info. The data will b shown on th I n. 
3. Administrator can update or delete the data by clickin pdat 
•• 
button . 
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8.4 Exercise Maintenance 
8.4.1 Add New Exercise 
1. Figure A-8.4.1 (a) is the xerci c Maintenance, Administrat r ti k t th 
"New" button to add the exercises. 
2. Administrator needs to fill in all the informati ninth text 
3. Administrator also can ch ose" hapter" from the drop down Ii t to choose 
where they want to add the question. 
4. Administrator needs t check the an wcr f th radi utt n. 
5. Click the "Save" button to save all the keyed in data. 
6. The pop out me age b x hows that the rec rd has been aved . 
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8.4.2 Search Exercise Record 
1. Figure A-8.4.2(a) shows the search record of exercise. 
2. Administrator clicks the " earch "button and dir ct Adrnini: trat r I tJ1 t p 
strip of tab strip. 
3. Administrator needs to check the selected informati n in the t b trip of 
"Search". 
4. All the relevant information will be displayed regarding the checked 
information . 
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8.5 Quiz Maintenance 
8.5.1 Add new record 
1. Figure A-8.5.1 (a) is the Quiz Maintenance, Adrninistrat r Ii k t th "N 
button to add the exercises. 
2. Administrator needs to fill in all the informati n in th t xt 
3. Administrator also can choose " hapter" from the dr p down list to choose 
where they want to add the question. 
4. Administrator needs t check the answer of the radi utt n. 
5. Click the "Save" button to save all the keyed in data . 
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8.5.2: Search Quiz Record 
1. Figure A-8.5.2(a) shows the search rec rd of excrci e. 
2. Administrator clicks the" carch "button and dir ct Adminis tr t rt Ill tap 
strip of tab strip. 
3. Administrator needs to check the selected informati ninth tab trip of 
"Search". 
4. All the relevant information will be displayed regarding the checked 
information 
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